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Zinc vacancies (VZn), zinc interstitials~Zn i), and;25 distinctVZn–Zni Frenkel pairs of different lattice
separations are observed in ZnSe by the optical detection of magnetic resonance in photoluminescence after 2.5
MeV electron irradiationin situat 4.2 K. The stability, photoluminescence energy, anisotropy of production vs
beam direction, plus exchange and dipole-dipole interactions in the excited emitting state are measured directly
for most of the pairs. Combining this with information previously determined for the isolated vacancy and
interstitial, the electronic and lattice structures of the defects and their role in the various luminescence
processes are established. The second-donor level~1/21! for Zn i is estimated to be atEC20.9 eV.
@S0163-1829~96!04736-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the present paper, we describe optical detection of
magnetic resonance~ODMR! studies in the photolumines-
cence of ZnSe after irradiation by 2.5 MeV electronsin situ
at 4.2 K. Observed, frozen into the lattice after the primary
displacement event, are zinc vacancies, zinc interstitials, and
25 well resolved distinct close zinc-interstitial–zinc-vacancy
Frenkel pairs of varying separation in the lattice. This study
has been in progress over a number of years and some of the
highlights have been described in short communications over
this extended period.1–5 The purpose of the present paper is
to supplement these results with recent and previously un-
published results, and to fold them into our present under-
standing of this interesting system.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, we
describe the experimental details for thein situ electron irra-
diation and ODMR experiments. In Sec. III, we briefly re-
view what has been established concerning the isolated va-
cancy from previous EPR and ODMR studies, and the early
evidence for Frenkel pairs from EPR studies. We supplement
this with some relevant previously unpublished results. In
Sec. IV, we summarize briefly the ODMR results for inter-
stitial zinc in theTd site surrounded by four Se neighbors,
and present results for the less stable site~tentatively identi-
fied! surrounded by four Zn’s. The wave function of the
unpaired electron on Zni

1 in the more stable site is analyzed
and used to provide an approximate estimate of the electrical
level position of its Zni

1/Zn i
21 double-donor level in the

band gap. In Sec. V, we describe ODMR results for eight
distant Frenkel pairs, bringing the total now to 25. In all
cases, the ODMR spectra can be analyzed as reflecting the
sum of theS51/2 spin Hamiltonians of the isolated vacancy
and interstitial plus an exchange and a weaker dipole-dipole
interaction between them, and we supply a more complete
analysis of these terms for several of the previously reported
closer pairs. In this section, we also describe in detail the
results of defect alignment vs bombarding electron beam di-
rection, which has allowed tentative assignments of a few of
the defects to specific lattice sites. One of these has allowed,
in turn, another independent estimate for the interstitial
double-donor level which is generally consistent with that

estimated in Sec. IV, but is believed to be more accurate.
Section VI presents a summary of the results and our present
understanding of these intrinsic defects on the zinc sublat-
tice.

In an accompanying paper that immediately follows this,6

advantage will be taken of this unique system to measure the
radiative lifetimes of several of the individual Frenkel pairs.
This information, related to the overlap of vacancy and in-
terstitial wave functions in a manner similar to that for the
exchange interaction, also provides important clues concern-
ing the separations of the pairs. Theoretical treatments of the
exchange and radiative lifetimes will also be presented there,
leading finally to tentative lattice assignments for all of the
pairs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The ODMR experiments were performed at 20 GHz in an
EPR spectrometer cryostat assembly fitted with 0.001 in. ti-
tanium windows forin situ irradiation by electrons from the
Lehigh University 2.5 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator. Dur-
ing the irradiation, the sample was immersed in liquid he-
lium ~4.2 K!, and afterward was lowered into the center of a
TE011 microwave cavity for study with the liquid pumped
below thel point (;1.5 K!. Optical excitation of;5 mW
was provided by the 458 or 476 nm line of an argon ion laser
through an optical fiber terminating at a point on axis in the
cavity just above the sample. The fiber was threaded through
a concentric quartz capillary tube (3/16 in. diam3 48 in.
long! which served as a light pipe to guide the luminescence
out of the cryostat to an external silicon diode~EG&G 250
UV! or a cooled germanium detector~North Coast EO-
817S!.

Microwaves from a 300 mW Gunn diode oscillator~CMC
model CME624AD! were on-off modulated by a PIN-diode
and fed to the microwave cavity, the resulting changes in
luminescence being detected synchronously by a lock-in am-
plifier. The lock-in output was recorded either by anXY
recorder or digitized and sent to a PC for signal averaging
and other digital processing. The spectral dependence of an
ODMR signal was performed by inserting a 1/4 meter
Jarrell-Ash monochromator between the lightpipe and detec-
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tor and scanning the wavelength while tuned to the signal of
interest.

The samples studied were single crystals grown by vapor
transport in a sealed quartz ampoule, and most were supplied
by Manuel Aven at General Electric Research and Develop-
ment Center. Some were supplied by Brian Fitzpatrick at
Philips Laboratory. Both as-grown~high resistivity! and
zinc-fired~low resisitivity! n-type samples were studied. For
the studies of defect alignment vs bombarding electron beam
direction, the@111# and @ 1̄ 1̄ 1̄# directions were determined
from the surface etching behavior in hot NaOH of suitably
thinned samples, as described in previous EPR alignment
studies.7

III. REVIEW OF THE ZINC VACANCY

A. The isolated vacancy

The following properties for the isolated zinc vacancy
have been established.7–15 It introduces a double acceptor
level (22/2) in the ZnSe energy gap. In itsVZn

2 charge state
it is paramagnetic and its EPR reveals the trapped hole
highly localized on a single Se neighbor, primarilyp like and
pointing into the vacancy. This results from a trigonal Jahn-
Teller distortion in which the atom containing the hole re-
laxes into the vacancy. Combining optical, ODMR and EPR
studies, it has been possible to construct a complete configu-
rational coordinate diagram for both charge states of its
double-acceptor level, from which the magnitude of the
VZn

2 Jahn-Teller energy is determined to be 0.35 eV, and the
double acceptor level position to be atEV 1 0.66 eV.15

The EPR ofVZn
2 is described by theS51/2 spin Hamil-

tonian,

HV5mBSV–gV–B1SV–(
j

~AV! j•I j , ~1!

where (AV) j is the hyperfine interaction tensor with77Se
(I51/2, 7.8 % abundant! at the j th neighbor site.~The sub-
script V has been added to distinguish between a similar
Hamiltonian for the zinc interstitial, to be introduced later.!
The values forgV , and (AV) j are given in Table I, with the
principal axes defined in Fig. 1, wherea, b, c, andd can be
considered the four Se atoms surrounding the vacancy. As
defined,A in the table gives the major hyperfine interaction
on atomc in the figure, which contains the hole. Included
also are weaker77Se hyperfine interactions, not previously
reported, for two sets of three equivalent additional neigh-
bors~total of six!, labeledA8 andA9, derived from complex
partially resolved satellite structure on each of the main EPR
transitions. In Fig. 1, the principal axes are indicated for one
of the three equivalent sets~rotation around@111# by 6120°!
of each. One set presumably arises from the three remaining
neighbors to the vacancy (a, b, andd in Fig. 1!, the other
most likely from three equivalent selenium neighbors at the
same distance behind atomc. An LCAO treatment ofA,
A8, andA9, assuming the components to be unchanged in
sign for each~not determined!, gives, using the Hartree-Fock
estimates of Koh and Miller16 for Zn2, ; 75% of the hole
wave function on atomc with ;3% and;5% on each of the
three atoms associated withA8andA9, respectively, adding

up to a total of;100%. SinceA8andA9 are of comparable
magnitude, we do not attempt here to assign them, although
in a previous reference to these unpublished results, the ori-
entation of their principal axes was used as a reasonable
argument to assignA8 to a, b, andd.15

The spin lattice relaxation timeT1 for the vacancy has
also been determined, using the transient recovery under an
adiabatic fast passage technique.17 The results, also not pre-
viously published, are 0.023 sec at 4.2 K and 0.35 sec at 1.5
K.

TABLE I. Spin Hamiltonian parameters for the isolated zinc
vacancy and interstitial. The defect principal axes are indicated in
Fig. 1. @~Zn i

1)* is tentatively identified as interstitial zinc in the
less stable site surrounded by four zinc atoms, with six Se atoms at
the second nearest neighbor positions.#

Spectrum A(77Se! A(67Zn!

~defect! g ~MHz! ~MHz!

V g151.9548(2) A15802(2)
(VZn

2 ) g252.2085(2) A25150(1)
g352.2085(2) A35150(1)

t50° t50°
A18565(2)
A28539(2)
A38534(2)
h859(2)°
A19565(2)
A29521(2)
A39516(2)
h9539(2)°

Zn i
1 g051.9664~4! A~1 nn! i5514(3) A051088(15)

A~1 nn!'5464(3)
(i54 ^111& ’s!

A~3 nn!0537(3)

~Zn i
1)* g052.0064~5! A~2 nn! i5235(20)

A~2 nn!'5185(20)
(i56 ^100& ’s!

FIG. 1. Principal axes of the spin Hamiltonian parameters for
VZn

2 and the Frenkel pairs. The defect orientation shown is labeled
bc, see text.
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B. Vacancies perturbed by nearby interstitials

In the early EPR studies, electron irradiationin situ at
20.4 K was also observed to produce zinc-vacancy–zinc-
interstitial close Frenkel pairs, as evidenced by the presence
of VZn

2 -like EPR spectra as perturbed by a nearby interstitial
Zn i

21 atom.7,18 Four distinct pairs were resolved, and com-
bining information obtained from their alignment vs electron
bombardment direction, detailed microscopic models were
deduced for three of them. The dominant one,VI , was iden-
tified as arising from an interstitial in the easy@ 1̄1̄1̄# dis-
placement direction at 4.89 Å separation, andVIII as arising
from an interstitial in â 100& direction at either the closest
such site at 2.83 Å , or at thenext, at 8.48 Å .~These are the
nearest interstitial sites in the appropriate directions which
are surrounded by four seleniums, assumed to be the more
stable sites!. VII emerged whenVI anneals at;80 K, and
combining this with correlated alignment between the two
led to its identification as that of the interstitial in a stable
site also at 4.89 Å, but in the@111# direction from the va-
cancy, with a selenium nearest neighbor of the vacancy be-
tween.

IV. ISOLATED INTERSTITIAL ZINC

A. Experimental results

Interstitial Zni
1 has been observed by ODMR as a nega-

tive signal in a strong 625 nm luminescence band produced
by 2.5 MeV electron irradiation at 4.2 K.1,5 The band was
identified as arising from distant shallow donor to theVI

closest Frenkel pair acceptor~positive signals! recombina-
tion luminescence, and the negative interstitial signal was
interpreted as resulting from competetive donor to interstitial
recombination. The spectral dependences of the donor and
VI resonances are presented in Fig. 2, along with those of
other spectra to be desribed in the following sections, con-
firming this assignment.

Assignment of the spectrum to isolated interstitial Zni
1 in

the stable site surrounded by four seleniums, resulted from
its isotropicg value, plus direct ODMR detection of hyper-
fine interactions with the central67 Zn (I55/2, 4.1 % abun-

dant! and 77Se (I51/2, 7.8 % abundant! at the four nearest
and twelve third nearest neighbor sites. The appropriate spin
Hamiltonian is given by

HI5gImBSI–B1SI–(
j

~AI ! j•I j , ~2!

and the parameters are also listed in Table I. Also observed
was an isotropic weaker negative signal with partially re-
solved shoulders consistent with hyperfine interactions for
six equivalent77Se neighbors. This spectrum was not stable
and disappeared over a period of several hours at 4.2 K dur-
ing the optical excitation associated with the ODMR studies.
The spin Hamiltonian parameters of this spectrum, tenta-
tively identified with Zni

1 in the other, less stable, site sur-
rounded by four zincs and six next nearest seleniums,1 are
presented for the first time also in Table I, and listed as
~Zn i

1)*.
Although the 625 nm luminescence disappears at;80 K

~consistent with the observation forVI), the Zni
1 spectrum

can still be observed as a negative signal on a remaining
weaker 600 nm luminescence, originally present, which is
associated with donor toA-center ‘‘self-activated’’ recombi-
nation. The Zni

1 resonance is stable vs annealing up to
;240 K, where it disappears. The annealing results are
shown in Fig. 3, along with those for several other spectra to
be described in the following sections.

A search of the luminescence over the spectral regions
500–1350 nm and 1400–1900 nm revealed no region where
the Zni

1 ODMR signal is positive. The region 1350–1400
nm is excluded due to the characteristic water absorption
bands in our long quartz pipe. We can conclude therefore
either that~1! the donor to Zni

1 recombination is nonradia-
tive, ~2! it is radiative withhn,0.65 eV, or~3! it is radiative
in the 1350–1400 nm blind region. We mention this third
possibility because in a separate luminescence study with
thin optical windows, we have detected a luminescence band
with a strong zero phonon line at 0.907 eV~Huang-Rhys
factorS;1! after electron irradiation at 30 K. This spectrum
is shown in Fig. 4. It disappears upon annealing in the same
general temperature region (;220 K! as the Zni

1 ODMR
signal, which is suggestive.

FIG. 2. Spectral dependences of several of the prominent
ODMR signals.

FIG. 3. Amplitudes of the individual ODMR spectra vs isochro-
nal ~15 min! annealing.
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B. Analysis of the wave function

The simplest analysis for representing the electronic wave
function for such a center is using the linear combination of
atomic orbital ~LCAO! approximation.19 Such an analysis
was performed in an earlier paper1 giving, from the hyperfine
interactions on the various shells, 60% on the central Zn,
20% on the four nearest Se neighbors, and 3% on the second
Se shell. Repeating this with the free atom and ion Hartree-
Fock estimates of Koh and Miller,16 the results become 65%,
32%, and 3%, respectively. In either case, the conclusions
are the same — that the wave function is highly localized,
indicating a deep center in the gap.

Here, we present an alternative approach which has the
advantage that it provides an approximate measure of the
level position in the gap. This method, often used for isotro-
pic color centers in ionic crystals,20,21 starts with a spheri-
cally symmetric one-electron envelope functionF(r ) for the
electron, which is subsequently orthogonalized to the ion
cores of the lattice atoms to give

c~r !5NH F~r !2(
j ,a

f j
a^f j

auF~r !&J . ~3!

Here,a denotes each of the core orbitals on atomj , N is a
normalization factor, and overlap integrals between ion core
orbitals have been ignored. Here, as in the LCAO approxi-
mation, the major contribution to the hyperfine interaction at
the j site comes from thef j

a core orbitals, which we esti-
mate as follows: We assume a slowly varying envelope func-
tion over the extent of each of the core orbitals, giving

^f j
auF~r !&>F~r j !E f j

adV. ~4!

Combining Eqs.~3! and ~4! gives

uc~r j !u2>GjN
2uF~r j !u2, ~5!

where

Gj5U12(
a

f j
a~0!E f j

adVU2. ~6!

We use the experimental isotropic hyperfine constantsaj to
estimateuc(r j )u2 using

19

aj5
1

3
$~Ai! j12~A'! j%5~16p/3!~m j /I j !mBuc~r j !u2,

~7!

wherem j and I j are the nuclear magnetic moment and spin
of the j th nucleus, andmB the Bohr magneton. We then
calculateGj using self-consistent Hartree-Fock functions for
the free Zn21 and Se0 ions,22 and, with Eq.~5!, determine
uF(r j )u. The result is shown in Fig. 5.@The straight line
drawn through the three points corresponds to a simple ex-
ponential drop off vsr , which, in turn, allows a straight
forward determination ofN to be 0.93, which has been used
in the evaluation ofuF(r j )u.#

Theoretically, we might expect the one-electron envelope
function for the unpaired electron of Zni

1 to be close to that
of aZ52 hydrogen atom~He1) in a uniform dielectric. The
appropriate dielectric constant for ZnSe should be some-
where between23 «058.8 and«`;6, presumably closer to
«` for such a deep electronic state, and, similarly for a deep
defect, the electron mass should be close to the free electron
massm. This problem has the simple solution

FHe1~r !5
1

~pa0
3!1/2

exp~2r /a0!, ~8!

with the binding energy given by

E52me4/«2\25e2/«a0 ~9!

and a Bohr radius

a05
«\2

2me2
5

\

A2muEu
. ~10!

FIG. 4. Photoluminescence band produced in ZnSe by electron
irradiation at 30 K to a fluence of 1.331017 e/cm2. It disappears
after annealing at;220 K.

FIG. 5. Amplitude of theF(r ) envelope wave function for
Zn i

1 vs r deduced from hyperfine interactions with the central zinc
and its first two shells of selenium neighbors.
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The slope of the straight line connecting the points of Fig.
5 givesa0 51.78 Å , corresponding to«56.74, a reasonable
value, and a binding energy of 1.2 eV. This simple very
approximate treatment suggests therefore the second-donor
level ~1/21! for interstitial zinc to be at'EC21.2 eV.

V. ODMR OF FRENKEL PAIRS

The ODMR spectrum observed in the broad spectral re-
gionl. 700 nm is shown in Fig. 6. All of the many spectral
lines, which spread over the full available magnetic field
range, can be shown to arise from the zinc-interstitial donor
to its partner vacancy acceptor recombination for Frenkel
pairs of different separations, i.e.,

Zni
11VZn

2→Zni
211VZn

221hn. ~11!

A. Analysis of the spectra

For the excited emitting state observed by ODMR, the
spin Hamiltonian can be approximated accurately by3,5

H5HV1HI12SV–D–SI1JSV–SI , ~12!

where the first two terms are the spin Hamiltonians for iso-
latedVZn

2 and isolated Zni
1, respectively, the third term, a

‘‘dipole-dipole’’-like interaction between the spins of the
hole (SV) on the vacancy and the electron (SI) on the inter-

stitial, and the last term, an isotropic exchange interaction
between the two spins. This can be rewritten as

H5mBS–FgV1gI
2 G–B1S–F(

j

~AV! j1~AI ! j
2

•I j G1S–D–S

1@S~S11!23/2#J/21mB~SV2SI !•FgV2gI
2 G•B

1~SV2SI !•F(
j

~AV! j2~AI ! j
2

•I j ,G , ~13!

whereS5SV1SI , andS51, or 0.
The first three terms commute withS, and have only di-

agonal matrix elements within theS51 or 0 manifolds,
which are separated in energy byJ, as given by the fourth
term. The last two terms are off-diagonal and serve to mix
the S51 and 0 states. Therefore, ifuJu@mBugV2gI uB or
uAV,I u, as can be expected for the very close pairs,S is a
good quantum number and the first three terms form the
relevant Hamiltonian, only slightly perturbed by the off-
diagonal terms. This is the case for the strong lines in the
center, which have been shown to arise from four distinct
S51 centers, labeledA–D. The spin Hamiltonian param-
eters for these spectra, previously reported2,3 but updated
now to include the analysis ofD for each, are given in Table
II. @Consistent with Eq.~13!, and Table I, theirg tensors are
seen to be very close to the average of those for isolated
VZn

2 and Zni
1, as are the hyperfine tensors, which could be

resolved for the more intenseA–C spectra, with77Ai and
77Aiso one-half of the values forVZn

2 and Zni
1, respectively.

Theg andA tensors do not therefore reveal the orientation of
the pair in the lattice, always reflecting instead the^111&
C3v symmetry ofVZn

2 . It is only theD term that potentially
contains this information. We note also that the presence of
the Zni

1 four nearest77Se hyperfine interactions confirms

FIG. 6. ODMR spectrum observed in the photoluminescence
with l.700 nm. The insets show the angular dependences in the
(11̄0) plane for several of the prominent Frenkel pairs.

TABLE II. Spin Hamiltonian parameters (A andD values in
MHz! for theS51 Frenkel pairs. The principal axes are denoted in
Fig. 1.

A(VIV) B(VIII ) C D
(C3v) (C1h) (, C3v) (C3v)

g1 1.960~1! 1.943~1! 1.960~1! 1.960~1!

g2 2.083~2! 2.082~2! 2.087~2!

g3 2.083~2! 2.082~2! 2.087~2!

tg 0° 0° 0° 0°

D1 6294(6) 6546(6) 6366(10) 690(10)
D2 7147(3) 7528(6) 745(5)
D3 7147(3) 718(6) 745(5)
tD 0° -10~2!° 0°

u77Aiu 405~30! 405~30! 405~30!
u77Aisou 225~15! 225~15! 225~15!

AnnealT ~K! 160 180 180 200
lmax ~nm! 800 775 800 860
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that for these pairs the interstitial is also in the stable site
surrounded by four selenium neighbors.

If uJu,uDu!mBugV2gI uB or uAV,I u, as expected for the dis-
tant pairs, Eq.~12! is the proper starting point and the situ-
ation is again simple. In this case, the correct eigenstates of
the system are the products of the separate solutions ofHV

andHI and the first order effect of theD andJ terms is to
introduce a correction to the energies of (J1D1n1

2

1D2n2
21D3n3

2)mVmI , wheren1 ,n2,n3 are the direction co-
sines ofB, with respect to the 1,2,3 principal axes ofD. The
ODMR spectrum is therefore made up of the separate
DmV,I561 transitions for the isolated vacancy and isolated
interstitial but with each of the lines split by
uJ1D1n1

21D2n2
21D3n3

2u, allowing a direct measurement of
J andD. If, however,J is comparable to the other terms, the
complete Hamiltonian of Eq.~13! is required.

The general behavior is therefore as follows. At vanishing
uJu, the spectra of the isolated vacancy and interstitial are
observed. Initially, asuJu increases, each of the lines split by
uJ1D1n1

21D2n2
21D3n3

2u. ~TheD term is only important for
the closer pairs.! As uJu increases further, the lines in the
middle converge and become theDMS561 transitions
within theS51 manifold, and the other lines, which become
the ‘‘forbidden’’ DS561 transitions continue to split out,
sweeping across and ultimately out of the available magnetic
field range.~An illustrative plot of this dependence onuJu is
given in Refs. 3,5.! If observed in a normal EPR experiment,
theseDS561 transitions would become very weak, due to
their strongly reduced transition probability. However, in
ODMR, they can remain strong because we are well into
microwave saturation conditions, and the transitions serve to
take the system out of the bottleneckS51 states to the ra-
diativeS50 states, giving strong signals.

With the exception of the centralA–D spectra, all of the
remaining lines visible in Fig. 6 arise from these outer ‘‘for-
bidden’’ DS561 transitions, which, foruJu,mBugV1gI uB,
occur by pairs around the central region, as shown forX4-
X8. ForX1-X3, uJu is larger and the high field transition is out
of the magnetic field range. The angular dependences for the
prominent ones are shown in the figure, and the spin Hamil-
tonian parameters for these, and all others that have ultimatly
been resolved, are included in Table III. In the table we
present the analysis ofD for X1-X8 and include eight addi-
tional distant pairs to those previously reported.

In Fig. 7, we show the spectra in the central region where
the transitions for these more distant pairs occur.~The
S51, A–D spectra, dominant in Fig. 6, have been sup-
pressed by accepting only luminescence withl.950 nm.
Further suppression has also been achieved because of angu-
lar dependence for theA–D intensities, common forS51
ODMR signals, giving weaker signals forBi@001#.! We note
that as the on-off microwave modulation frequency is
changed, the spectra also change. Lines grow and decay at
different rates and ultimately at the lowest frequency, the
only remaining lines are at the positions of the isolated va-
cancy and interstitial positions. We will see in the following
paper~II ! that this reflects different radiative lifetimes for the
different pairs and will serve as a direct measure of these
lifetimes. Here we have simply taken advantage of this to
separate out the prominent spectra in this region, some of

which are identified in Fig. 7~c!. Using this technique, it was
possible to extract the eight additional Frenkel pairs in Table
III. These are indicated by an asterisk in the table, which
now includes 20 distinct pairs, ordered by their measured
exchange, plus pairs distant enough so that exchange split-
tings are negligible and the isolated vacancy and interstitial
spectra are observed.

With the exception ofX1, with the largest measureduJu,
theg values for all twenty pairs are accurately given by the
isolated vacancy and interstitial values, as expected.~In the
case ofX1, only the lower fieldDS561 transition is ob-
served, so a complete analysis was not possible. The values
given in the table match the experimental angular depen-
dence of the spectrum, and result from requiring the least
departure fromge5gI andgh5gV in the analysis. The rather
large angular dependence observed forX1 has required a
large value forD, plus a small residual departure forgh1,
which is well within the variations observed by EPR for the
very close Frenkel pairs.7 However, the largeD is unex-
pected, being substantially larger than those for theA2D
pairs assigned to the nearest separations in Table II. Alterna-
tive analyses, allowing departures fromgI and gV , can re-
duceD, or even remove it completely, but then the required
departures ingI andgV appear larger than expected. In the
absence of the otherDS561 transition, these uncertainties
unfortunately cannot be resolved.! In addition,X4 andX8 are
strong enough to resolve the same77Se hyperfine structure as
seen on theA, B, andC, S51 spectra — an anisotropic pair
of satellites of intensity corresponding to a single Se site and
inner isotropic satellites corresponding to four equivalent
sites. In this case, the splittings are different on the high and
low field transitions for each, reflecting the different vacancy
and interstitial contributions to the states involved in the
transitions whenuJu;mBugV2gI uB, but taking this into ac-
count, they reveal again the full isolated vacancy and inter-
stitial ~surrounded by four seleniums! values.

In Table III, we have listed the values ofuJu, avoiding a
sign assignment, although we might anticipate a negative
sign fors51/2 particles with weakly overlapping wave func-
tions. Direct evidence that it is indeed negative is provided
also in slightly weaker intensities evident in Fig. 6 for the
high vs the low field transitions for each of theX3 -X8 spec-
tra. We defer this argument to the following paper~II !, how-
ever, where the dynamics of the ODMR transitions supply a
stronger argument.

B. Defect production with an oriented electron beam

In a primary damage event, the incoming electron trans-
mits the maximum recoil energy to an atom when it recoils
in the direction of the bombarding electron. As a result, the
Frenkel pairs should show a strong correlation between their
orientation in the lattice and the bombarding beam direction,
as observed in the earlier EPR studies7 described in Sec. III.
Along the@111# direction of the zinc blende ZnSe lattice, the
atoms are aligned in the sequence Zn-Se-X-X-Zn-Se-X-X,
whereX denotes vacant interstitial sites. Therefore, the easy
recoil direction for a zinc atom is the@ 1̄1̄1̄# direction, and
the difficult direction, blocked by a Se atom, is the@111#.
Because, in the angular dependence studies, the individual
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orientations of the defects can be determined, their relative
intensities provide a direct measure of the defect alignment.

To identify the different orientations, we adopt the fol-
lowing convention, which we have used in previous studies.7

Referring to Fig. 1, we identify the four different^111& axes
by the lettersa, b, c, or d, as indicated. We label a
C1h-defect orientation by two of these lettersi j , which de-
fine theC1h plane, and where the first letteri denotes the
^111& axis closest to the three axis, and the second letterj ,
the ^111& axis closest to the one axis.~As noted in the figure
caption, the defect orientation shown is thereforebc.! For a
C3v defect, we need only one letterj , to indicate the one axis
of the axially symmetric defect (t50). ~The particular
choice of the cubic axes in the figure is, of course, arbitrary.
The axes indicated differ from those we have often used in
previous papers,7 but have been chosen so that the four
circles can be considered the four selenium atoms around the

vacancy and at the same time the@111# direction properly
connects the central vacancy to one of its nearest bonded
selenium neighbors,c.!

The electron irradiation beam was oriented parallel to the
@111# or @ 1̄1̄1̄# crystal direction. Thec-^111& axis is there-
fore a unique direction as regards the defect production,
while the a-, b-, and d-^111& directions are different but
equivalent. Therefore, for aC1h center, there are three in-
equivalent sets of defect orientations:~1! ca, cb, cd; ~2!
ac, bc, dc; and~3! ab, ba, ad, da, bd, db. For the special
case of the interstitial dispaced along a^100& direction from
the vacancy,~1! and ~2! become equivalent. For aC3v cen-
ter, with axial symmetry along â111& direction, thec ori-
entation is unique, thea, b, andd orientations being equiva-
lent.

Table IV presents the intensity ratios measured withB in
the (11̄0) plane for the individual defect orientations of the

TABLE III. Spin Hamiltonian parameters of the Frenkel pairs for whichJ is measured directly. ForX4

andX8,
77Se hyperfine interactions are also resolved, see text. The principal axes are indicated in Fig. 1.

Spectrum
uJu

~MHz! gh ,ge
D

~MHz!
Anneal
T ~K!

lmax

~nm!

X1 57050 gh151.9374 D156900 180 800
gh252.2085 D2561350
gh352.2085 D3572250
th50°,gI tD535°

X2 32048 gV ,gI ;0 180
X3 18827 gV ,gI ;0 200 ;900
X4 15382 gV ,gI ;0 200 ;900
X5 14624 gV ,gI D156180 200 ;900

D25790
D35790
tD50°

X6 13823 gV ,gI D156300 200 ;900
D257150
D357150

tD50°
X7 11833 gV ,gI ;0 200 930
X8 4752 gV ,gI D150 200 1000

D256300
D357300
tD535°

X9* 1964 gV ,gI ;0
X10 1820 gV ,gI ;0 ;1000
X11* 1619 gV ,gI ;0
X12* 1427 gV ,gI ;0
X13 1319 gV ,gI ;0 200 ;1000
X14* 909 gV ,gI ;0
X15 719 gV ,gI ;0 to ;1000
X16* 606 gV ,gI ;0
X17* 420 gV ,gI ;0
X18 252 gV ,gI ;0 260 ;1000
X19* 90 gV ,gI ;0
X20* 36 gV ,gI ;0
VZn

2 ;0 gV ;0 260 1100
Zn i

1 ;0 gI ;0 260 1100
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ODMR signals which are strong and well resoved enough for
reliable measurements. All reveal preferential alignment fro-
zen in, as expected for Frenkel pairs produced by the primary
damage event. In the particular case of spectrumB andX8,
the equivalence of theic andci orientations identifies them
as pairs with the interstitial in â100& direction from the
vacancy.

Figure 3 includes the results of annealing for several rep-
resentatives of the Frenkel pairs as does Fig. 2 for the spec-
tral dependence of their ODMR signals. The corresponding
results for all of the defects for which this information is
available have been incorporated into Tables II and III.

C. Assignment of the Frenkel pairs

First, we consider correlation of the ODMR results with
the previous EPR studies. The EPR signalVI has been di-
rectly observed in shallow donor-to-Frenkel pair lumines-

cence at 625 nm. Consistent with the identification, both an-
neal away at;80 K. As described in Sec. III, it was
concluded in the previous EPR study7 that forVI the inter-
stitial is 4.89 Å away from the vacancy in the easy@ 1̄ 1̄ 1̄#
dispacement direction, a site surrounded by four Se atoms.

The annealing of ODMR spectrumA at ;140 K corre-
lates closely with that observed forVIV observed in EPR,7

and that for spectrumB at ;180 K with that forVIII . In
addition, the sense and magnitude of the oriented beam
alignment observed forA and B in Table IV correlates
closely with that observed previously by EPR~Ref. 7! for
VIV and VIII , respectively. In particular, for bothB and
VIII , the ic and ci intensities are identical, indicating for
both an interstitial displaced in thê100& direction. We
therefore identifyA with VIV andB with VIII , and identify
B as being either in the nearest^100& position surrounded by
four seleniums, at 2.83 Å, or the next such site at 8.48 Å , as
proposed earlier from the EPR studies.

Beyond this it becomes difficult to assign specific zinc
vacancy-zinc interstitial separations, although it is reasonable
to assume a roughly monotonic decrease in exchange inter-
action vs separation, as we have ordered the defects in Table
III. There are other indications of separation:~1! The dipole-
dipole interaction should decrease with increasing separa-
tion. ~2! Due to the Coulomb interaction between Zni

21 and
VZn
22 in the ground state, annealing should result in annihila-

tion and the annealing temperature should increase with
separation.~3! The photoluminescence energy should also
decrease, the maximum of each band being given by

EPL5EZni
~1/21 !2EVZn

~22/2 !1
3e2

«0r
2Erelax. ~14!

Here, the first two terms are the energy positions of the in-
terstitial double-donor level and the vacancy double-acceptor
level measured from the valence band edge, the third term
approximates the Coulomb energy difference between the
excited~Zn i

11 VZn
2 ) and ground~Zn i

211 VZn
22) states, and

the last term is the energy change due to lattice relaxation
differences in the ground and excited states. For pairs of
different separation, the Coulomb term causes a shift to
lower energies vs separationr . We note in Table III that all
of these indicators are generally consistent with the indicated
ordering, although there are exceptions.

One important tentative assignment has been made for
spectrumX8,

3,5 which from its alignment properties indicates
a ^100& separation, like spectrumB. The possibility that it
represents the singlet-to-triplet transitions of the same defect
that gives rise to the triplet-tripletB transitions could be
ruled out because the two have different spectral depen-
dences, Fig. 2, and different annealing behavior, Fig. 3.
There are only a limited number of interstitial sites in the
^100& direction, all surrounded by four seleniums — one at
2.83 Å, already assigned toB, one at 8.48 Å, one at 14.13 Å,
and continuing with 5.65 Å spacing. According to Table III,
there are already more sites with larger exchange thanX8
than there are available sites closer than 8.48 Å, and we have
therefore tentatively assignedX8 to the 14.13 Å site.3,5 Hav-
ing made this assignment, we note the reassuring fact that the

FIG. 7. ODMR spectrum in the central region,Bi @001#, at four
different modulation frequencies.

TABLE IV. Alignment of the Frenkel pairs after oriented 2.5
MeV electron beam irradiation at 4.2 K.

Defect e2i@ 1̄ 1̄ 1̄# e2i@111#

VI(c:b) ~1.460.1!:1
A(c:b) ~2.060.2!:1 1:~1.760.1!
B( ic:ci) ~1.060.1!:1 1:~1.060.1!
B(dc:db) ~1.660.1!:1 1:~1.960.2!
X1( ic:ci) 1:~1.760.1!
X1(dc:db) 1:~1.860.1!
X8( ic:ci) 1:~1.060.1!
X8(dc:db) 1:~1.860.2!
X4-X6(c:b) 1:~no.. 1!
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thirteen pairs of largeruJu, @VI , VII , VIII (B), VIV(A), C,
D, X1-X7#, account for all but three of the available closer
sites~13 out of 16!.

This assignment provides us with another independent es-
timate of the interstitial second-donor level~1/21! position,
using Eq.~14!. With EPL 5 1.24 eV forX8, 3e

2/«0r 5 0.35
eV for r514.1 Å, EVZn

~22/2) 5 0.66 eV, and assuming

that the major contribution toErelax comes from the vacancy
Jahn-Teller relaxation of 0.35 eV, we obtain

EZni
~1/21 !>EV11.90 eV>EC20.9 eV. ~15!

~This is 0.1 eV deeper in the gap than our earlier estimates,3,5

a result of the now improved estimates for the vacancy level
position and its Jahn-Teller energy.! This result is generally
consistent with our approximate estimate based upon the
drop off of the hyperfine interactions in Sec. IV B, of
EC21.2 eV. Being a more direct measurement, Eq.~15! rep-
resents our best estimate, assuming that the lattice position
estimate is correct. From Eq.~10!, this corresponds to a Bohr
radius of 2.05 Å.

If D arose simply from distant dipole-dipole interaction
between the hole on the vacancy and the electron on the
interstitial, it could serve as a useful guide to separation. In
the simple case of point dipoles, the interaction would be
axially symmetric around the vacancy-interstitial direction in
the lattice with D1522D2522D352g1g2mB

2/r 3. For
spectraA, C, andD in Table IV, theirD1values correspond
to r 5 5.6, 5.2, and 8.3 Å , respectively, which appear rea-
sonable. However, the large departures from axial symmetry
for B, X1, andX8, clearly point to a different mechanism, in
those cases, at least. Also their large values, as well as those
of X5 andX6, appear somewhat out of line with the other
indicators of separation.D can of course simply represent
anisotropic exchange, and might therefore show significant
oscillations and angular dependence variations depending on
lattice positions due to superexchange effects, for example.
Unfortunately, superexchange effects can also be expected to
contribute to the isotropic exchangeJ, making it also a cor-
respondingly unreliable measure of separation, by itself. In
effect, we must pay attention to all separation indicators,
expecting irregularities in any particular one, before detailed
assignments can be made.

We will defer additional speculation as to interstitial po-
sition assignment to the following paper~II !, which will
probe experimentally the radiative lifetimes of the individual
pairs, another indicator of separation, and will provide also a
theoretical treatment of the exchange and lifetime depen-
dences upon separation.

VI. SUMMARY

Twenty-five distict zinc-interstitial–zinc-vacancy Frenkel
pairs of different separations have been detected by ODMR
in the luminescence of ZnSe afterin situ 2.5 MeV electron
irradiation at 4.2 K. For twenty of them the exchange and
dipole-dipole interactions in the excited emitting state be-
tween an electron on the interstitial and a hole on the va-
cancy have been measured directly with high precision in the
microwave transitions. Coupling this with the highly detailed
information determined by EPR for some of the closer pairs,

plus ODMR studies of the isolated interstitial and EPR and
ODMR studies of the isolated vacancy, makes the intrinsic
defects on the zinc sublattice of ZnSe extremely well under-
stood. We summarize briefly our present knowledge.

The isolated zinc vacancy introduces a double-acceptor
level (22/2) atEV10.66 eV, and in itsVZn

2 charge state, a
trigonal Jahn-Teller distortion of 0.35 eV causes the hole to
localize highly in ap function on the single on-axis Se near
neighbor to the vacancy. An LCAO analysis of the hyperfine
interaction for this atom plus the results described in this
paper for two sets of three additional Se neighbors indicates
;75% of the hole wave function on the on-axis atom with
;3% and;5% on each of the three atoms for the other two
sets. The activation energy for vacancy diffusion has been
determined to be10 1.266 0.06 eV.

The isolated zinc interstitial resides on center in theTd
interstitial site surrounded by four Se atoms. Analysis of hy-
perfine interactions with the central Zni

1 atom and two
shells of neighbors suggests its second-donor level~1/21!
position to be at; EC21.2 eV. From a tentative identifica-
tion of the separation of one of the prominent Frenkel pairs,
we have obtained an independent estimate ofEC20.9 eV,
generally consistent with the above value, but considered the
more accurate. A luminescence band with zero phonon line
at 0.907 eV has been observed which may be associated with
the interstitial. It anneals in roughly the same temperature
region as the interstitials seen in the ODMR,; 220–260 K,
suggesting an activation energy for interstitial diffusion of
; 0.6–0.8 eV. Tentative identification of interstitial zinc in
theTd site surrounded by four Zn’s has also been presented,
but it is unstable under optical excitation even at 4.2 K.

The twenty Frenkel pairs for which the exchange interac-
tions have been measured have been listed in Table III and
ordered by decreasing exchange, as generally expected for
increasing separation. Also included are the pairs indicated
as Zni

1andVZn
2 , for which the exchange interactions are too

weak to resolve. The other indications of separation also in-
cluded in the table (D, temperature of anneal, and wave-
length of maximum emission! are also generally consistent
with this ordering, although there appear to be some irregu-
larities inD. All of the spectra show anisotropy, but for most
of them this reflects only the anisotropy ofgV and gI , the
values of the isolated vacancy and interstitial, respectively,
and therefore contains no information concerning specific
lattice assignments.D potentially reflects this information,
and, if it originated solely from distant dipole-dipole interac-
tion, could be useful in this regard. However, the irregulari-
ties indicated in Tables II and III suggest other origins also
present, making it less reliable. The best indicator of lattice
assignment has been the alignment frozen in after irradiation
along specific crystal axis directions. This has led to specific
assignments for a few of the very close pairs, and also for a
more distant̂ 100&-oriented one that has led to the second-
donor state level position estimate for the interstitial of;
EC20.9 eV.

In the following paper, measurements will be presented of
the radiative lifetime for many of the individual Frenkel
pairs. This important physical property is closely related to
the overlap of the wave functions for the hole on the vacancy
and the electron on the interstitial, as is the exchange, and
advantage will be taken of this unique system in ZnSe to
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probe what this additional information may provide. An ap-
proximate theoretical treatment of the exchange and radiative
lifetime will be outlined and, with this important additional
insight, tentative lattice position assignments for all of the
various Frenkel pairs will be made. We will be able to argue
that the assignment that has led here to theEC20.9 eV es-
timate for the Zni

1 /Zn i
21 level position is consistent with

the calculations.
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